RTS Connectivity

Mission critical applications such as EPOS
and payment systems require highly
resilient connectivity ... and that’s what RTS
provide for hundreds of sites across the UK
and overseas.
As an OfCom accredited Communications Provider,
we supply a full range of connectivity solutions
from PSTN line to ADSL, FTTC, EFM and Leased
Lines.

We run private MPLS networks for our customers
and private broadband connections directly into
our core network. Diverse connections between
our 3 datacentres ensure that single points of failure are eliminated. At a site level, we can provide
dual connections from different carriers to give
high levels of resilience and bandwidth.
3G/4G connections can also be made available
for additional redundancy. All core services are
proactively monitored 24x7x365. Both private and
public broadband services support all variations of
DSL including up to 80Mbps fibre services where
available.

SERVICES OVERVIEW

CONNECTIONS
RTS can offer all
available connection
options; ADSL, FTTC,
EFM and lease lines,
either connected
directly into our highly
secure core or open to
the internet.

LINE INSTALLS

LOCAL NETWORKS

SUPPORT

We manage the whole
installation process and
take the worry and
workload away from
your IT department.
We have over 15 years’
experience in multi-site
rollouts .

We install, manage and
support Local Area
Networks for hundreds
of sites right across
the UK, with remote
management and
proactive support, RTS
are a logical choice.

Core infrastructure
is fully managed and
proactively supported,
our helpdesk is
available from 8AM to
11PM, 7 days a week.

Tel: 01604 210220
Email: enquiries@rtsl.net
Web: www.rtsl.net

RTS Connectivity
FULLY MANAGED SITES
RTS have over 15 years of experience in managing
multi-site deployments across retail, hospitality,
local government and other sectors. We have a
team of PRINCE 2 project managers ensuring that
large deployments run to schedule with minimal
impact to the business. RTS manage the whole
installation process using proven methodologies,
liaising with site managers, installation engineers
and external parties involved in the process.
We proactively monitor and manage faults on
all lines, dropped connections are identified
within minutes and we’ll contact the site for fault
diagnosis before you’re even aware of a problem.
What’s more, our public broadband service can
also include internet filtering approved by the
‘Friendly Wi-Fi’ scheme.
Network management onsite can include mutiple
levels of security and network segregation, such as
802.1X, VLANS and DMZ networks. RTS can work
with you to define the correct network topology for
your business.

- RETAIL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES NETWORKS
With over 15 years’
experience in running
secure, highly resilient
networks for our
customers, we are an
OFCOM accredited
communications provider,
able to offer private,
public & hybrid solutions.

SECURITY
RTS have achieved
the highest standard in
information security and
processes – ISO27001.
Network security
assessments, penetration
testing, phishing risk
evaluation are all part of
our capability.

DATACENTRES
We run our own highly
secure, highly resilient
datacentres in multiple
locations with multiple
high-speed network
connections ensuring that
mission critical services
are always available.

TELEPHONY
Standard PSTN lines to
VoIP and call centre
solutions, RTS provide
innovative and cost
effective telephony
solutions. We also provide
some of the best price
SIP calling plans on the
market.
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